CSAT will sponsor a three-day URBAN DEFENSE COURSE in NACOGDOCHES, TEXAS. This class is designed to teach students how to apply the below listed skills in a crisis situation. The class will culminate in long movement scenarios from a down vehicle to your house and from your house to a down family member’s recovery and return. The skills listed below will be covered during UDC training.

Safety
Combat Mindset
Neighborhood Defense Overview
Range Fire Tune Up
Barricade Work/Shooting Supported
Vehicle Bailouts
Check Points

Exterior Contact
Single CQB/T Intersections
Single Hallway Movement
Medical
Cache recovery/Battlefield Recovery
Dealing with mass attacks
Live Fire Culmination Scenarios

This course will focus on the Neighborhood Defense during natural disasters or civil unrest during short, mid-length and long term incidents. Safe link up and interface with the police will be discussed. How to set up a neighborhood support group for security and protection will also be addressed.

PHYSICAL AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS: Good physical condition. Student should be able to run/walk two miles in 20 minutes or less. Completion of a reputable Basic Pistol and Rifle Class is required.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Concealment Bag or holster, pistol, eye and ear protection. Bring inclement weather gear as required. Students will deploy weapon from concealed carry or Active Shooter bag during all scenarios and range fire. Rifles should be zeroed at 100 yards and have a bag to be deployed from.

Ammunition
Pistol Ball 300 Rounds
Rifle 300 Rounds
Host Hotels: See local area

This course is limited (12 students). No refunds or cancellations two weeks prior to course start.

Make checks payable to CSAT.

To register, e-mail: paulkoko@hotmail.com (Paul Howe)